Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE Platform
Selected by Snecma (Safran) for New Engine
Programs
The 3DEXPERIENCE Platform Provides a New Single Unified
Environment to Enable Design, Engineering, and Manufacturing
Excellence
VELIZY-VILLACOUBLAY, France, February 7, 2013 — Dassault Systèmes (Euronext Paris:
#13065, DSY.PA), the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, world leader in 3D design software, 3D
Digital Mock Up and Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions, today announced that
Snecma (Safran), a leading manufacturer of military and civil aircraft engines and part of the
high technology Safran group, has selected Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform to
create a more unified, flexible and collaborative production environment for its new engine
programs. Snecma will use the 3DEXPERIENCE platform to enable design, engineering and
manufacturing excellence for its ongoing new generation of engines.
With Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform, Snecma will improve the production
process of its engine parts with a secure collaborative working environment to exchange
information between its different manufacturing disciplines. Manufacturing engineers from its
methods division will now have digital access to information to define the processes and
operations needed to manufacture each primary engine part. Snecma’s use of the
3DEXPERIENCE platform replaces ten legacy systems to become the backbone for all
engineering and manufacturing domains.
“Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform, including its CATIA, ENOVIA and DELMIA
applications, provides us with an innovative new way of working in which our methods and
design people share the same tools, processes and information as opposed to working as
separate silos,” said Yvonic Vincent, IT Project Manager for data industrialization, Snecma. “Our
production sites each previously worked with different tools and methods and did not efficiently
communicate with one another. Having the 3DEXPERIENCE platform as our one secure
collaborative environment, ensures that when the design offices make changes, it is only
submitted once in the system and everyone in our production offices have immediate, secure
access. This should result in a drastic reduction in errors.”
“We are pleased that Snecma chose our 3DEXPERIENCE platform to ensure the success of
their strategic program. Snecma’s new family of engines is considered a major innovation.
Having digital continuity between the design and methods offices avoids the time-consuming
task of recreating information for production,” said Monica Menghini, Executive Vice President,
Industry and Marketing, Dassault Systèmes. “Our 3DEXPERIENCE platform will help Snecma
to manage the increasing workload generated by new engine programs and use its entire set of
data throughout enterprise processes, to make the right decisions for its business.”

Snecma’s deployment plan is to implement the 3DEXPERIENCE platform on its four French
sites within the next three years, followed by its sites in Mexico and China.
For more information on Dassault Systèmes’ solution experiences for the aerospace & defense
industry, please visit http://www.3ds.com/solutions/aerospace-defense.
###
About Dassault Systèmes
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine
sustainable innovations. Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and
supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual
world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 150,000 customers of all sizes, in all industries, in
more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.
CATIA, SOLIDWORKS, SIMULIA, DELMIA, ENOVIA, GEOVIA, EXALEAD, NETVIBES, 3DSWYM and 3D VIA are
registered trademarks of Dassault Systèmes or its subsidiaries in the US and/or other countries.
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